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Program Overview
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STEM — Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics — is taking
the scientific and educational communities by storm. Suddenly wiring a
circuit or manually changing gears on a bicycle isn’t something to leave to
the mechanic. It is becoming the norm for job recruiters to expect a high
level understanding in regard to information processing, technological
detail, and mechanical applications. Students of Torah as well, have much
to benefit from the many techniques and skills drawn from a STEM course
as they journey through the multifaceted areas of Torah literature.
The first response to this shift in focus was to begin plying students with
entertaining “engineering” labs. Students press buttons on machines and
make robots dance. Some classes encourage students to build bridges from
popsicle sticks or to discuss the technology of the future. Yet we, as
educators must ask ourselves: Is this all there is to the wave of engineering
prowess that is sweeping through our ranks? Is it enough to “hype” kids up
and get them excited about this vague subject called “engineering”? I say,
“No.”
Engineering must have a strong foundation in content knowledge.
Following the Next Generation Science Standards, this course includes indepth chemistry, physics, and mathematical concepts that give support and
context to the hands-on engineering experiences it encourages. Students
need to be able to fall back on this knowledge when faced with a problem,
so that the solutions they come up with are scientifically sound and
mathematically true.

In a similar vein, a Rav who is posed with a question regarding
whether usage of a certain technological device is permissible on Shabbos
or how one is to calculate the required amount of ma’aser to be taken off
of his income, must have a solid foundation in the aforementioned areas.
Similarly, when a budding Torah Scholar encounters a query in Torah law,
or when a Gemara student is asked to resolve a seeming contradiction
between two statements of a given commentator, he must be able to utilize
sound reasoning and keen problem-solving skills to arrive at a plausible
solution. Aside from the content knowledge, an engineering course must
teach students to become problem solvers. Students must learn how to
organize their thoughts, and approach problems with a system of
predetermined operations. Students will learn how to evaluate situations
and apply information in new and diverse ways. Students will balance pros
and cons, learn to see the whole picture as well as the details, and become
more effective thinkers.
This course covers a general introduction to engineering and what
fields engineers may work in. The course outlines a design process to use
each and every time an engineer is faced with a new problem, and also
suggests different techniques for perfecting problem solving skills. The
course then branches off into materials engineering, discussing the
structure, properties, and applications of the main material categories. It is
my hope that this course will make it easy for teachers of any science
background to help their students develop a firm foundation of advanced
scientific knowledge, and also help students to develop the high level
thinking skills needed to apply that knowledge. In addition, I hope that the
methods and techniques that students learn from this course will allow
them to expand their abilities to apply and understand their Torah
knowledge.
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Introduction to Engineering
The Essence of engineering can be stated very simply: Problem Solving.

The Situation:
A few friends are gathered after school to work on a Mitzvah fair project. It’s dark outside when Doni
cuts his finger open with the razor blade meant to cut shapes out of the model Sukkah. You quickly
put some pressure on the wound and call Hatzalah. Thankfully, they are on their way. However, five
minutes later you realize that since it is dark outside, even though you told them that you live at 11
Elm Street, the Hatzalah members will have no way of knowing which house is yours! Use the
materials below to construct an emergency sign to help the Hatzalah members find you. Hurry!

The materials:

2-4 plastic straws
2 three-volt batteries
2-4 colored LEDs
The solution:
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Main Branches of Engineering
The Essence of engineering can be stated very simply: Problem Solving.

Houston-we have a problem!!
Pikuah Nefesh! The Amazing Adventure Park has called down your team of engineers to help thema group of kids got stuck upside down on the roller coaster!! Below is a list of tasks necessary for
saving the kids and fixing the ride.

Sort:
1. creating a safe-landing pad for the kids in case they fall
2. making sure the landing pad is waterproof and nonflammable
3. building a ladder tall enough to reach the kids
4. adding wheels to the ladder in order to roll it under the roller coaster
5. rewiring the computer that controls the ride
6. making sure none of the wheels on the ride are twisted or off the track
7. developing a medicine to rid the kids of nausea once they come off
8. making sure the landing pad has a hole in the middle for the ladder
9. making sure the ladder doesn’t look scary and looks fun for the kids
10. creating a tool that can rip through the seatbelts easily to release the kids
Your job is to correctly assign the tasks to each of the following people:

1. civil engineer

2. electrical engineer

3.chemical engineer

4. mechanical engineer

5. systems engineer

6. designer
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Appeal vs Function
An engineer and a designer work hand in hand to create a
marketable product.

Define:
____________ is an engineer’s job.
____________ just improves the ability to market the item, but does not
make it any more useful.

Classify:
Which of the following is real engineering?
1. Designing a bridge that the “Ish Iti” walks on with the Sa’ir
La’azazel, so it can hold up the weight of 400 pounds.
2. Designing the structure of the bridge’s crossbeams.
3. Designing the shape and color of the bridge’s crossbeams.
4. Making a radio that is waterproof.
5. Making a radio that can glow in the dark.
6. Making a radio that can project light onto the ceiling.
7. Making a radio that can turn different colors.
8. Making a radio that is square in shape.
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Materials Engineering Lesson # 3-5

Electronic Cord Holder Design and Discovery Lab
Design opportunity – A brand new Beis Midrash is being constructed and you have been
asked to build a device that can effectively hold several electrical cords together so as to
maximize space for seating.

Research- study different devices meant to hold things together, paper clips, hair clips, etc.…

Brainstorm- write all your ideas below

Sketch out your best idea below

Materials- list your materials below, and plan a procedure

Build it

Evaluate your design and how well it fulfilled the design opportunity
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Materials Engineering Lesson # 6

Scamper
SCAMPER is an acronym as well as a technique. When you Scamper, you do not invent
a new item; rather, you improve an existing one. The Chumash makes a brief mention
of a law; the Mishnah adds many details and the Gemara discusses the Scriptural
sources for these details as well as many practical applications. The Rishonim
elaborate on the Gemara’s reasoning and the decision-makers of the law in each
generation delve into the words of the earlier sages and build upon them. Torah is not
a collection of random, unrelated novellae of various scholars, but rather the aweinspiring development and furtherance of the Torah’s concepts with a additional
nuggets being appended by each later generation of students. A wonderful technique

Plan:
Please
S
C
A
M
P
E
R

for approaching this system is SCAMPER.

SCAMPER a Shabbos clock.
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Tension and Compression Forces
A force can do any number of different things to an object, depending on
how the force is applied. The well-known story of Rabbi Akiva (Avos
DeRabbi Nassan 6:2) describes how a constant drip of water was able to
pierce a solid rock. Think about the forces at work there, and remember
Rabbi Akiva’s deduction: If water could pierce the rock, Torah can pierce on
even the hardest of hearts!

Define:
A force is a _______ or a ___________.
Tension is _______________________________________________
Compression is ___________________________________________

Compare:
Please fill in the charts with High or Low to indicate the various forces that can act on the material
without breaking it. For example, concrete can withstand a lot of force pressing inwards and is high
in compression, but it cannot be stretched even a little and is therefore very low in tension.

Concrete
Wood
Plastic
Brick
Steel
Reinforced
Concrete

Tension

Compression

Very low

high
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Stress vs Strain
When you are under a lot of stress, you feel very tense!

Classify:
Is this stress or strain?
1. Placing your foot on a glass under the Chuppah____________
2. The glass shatters ____________
3. The bridge collapses ________________
4. The elephants crowd onto the bridge ___________
5. The baby’s suspenders snap open ______________
6. The baby’s suspenders are stretched two inches more than normal __________
7. What kind of reaction is this?
8. A wooden block holds up three people with no visible strain ____________
9. A glass window shatters when the baseball hits its center ______________
10. A plastic ruler is bent and snaps back to its original shape __________
11. A plastic rule is bent and snaps back to its original shape, but it has fold lines
__________________
12. A metal drawer is kicked hard _________________
13. The metal drawer is now dented permanently ____________________
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Tensile Lab
Tension is the force that stretches or pulls outwards.

Experiment:
Type of material

Textbooks (or
Textbooks (or
pounds) until material pounds) until material
deformed
fractured

paper
aluminum
Cardboard

Analyze:
1. Which material was able to withstand the most tension?
2. Would the results be different if this were a compression test? Why?
3. Look carefully. Some materials fractured or just pulled out of the clamps at what we call
“the weakest point.” Explain.
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Compression Lab
Hardness can refer to several different measurements. In this lab we
are referring to the ability to resist a compression force.

Experiment:
Type of cup

Textbooks (or pounds) until

Textbooks (or pounds) until

cup deformed

cup fractured

Regular plastic
Styrofoam
Hard plastic “tumbler”
Block of wood

Analyze:
1. Which material was able to withstand the most compression? Which is the hardest?

2. Would the results be different if this were a tension test? Why?

3. Look carefully. Did all the materials fracture, or did some just deform very badly? If a
material didn’t fracture, what could be a reason why?
Torah Roots
Did you know? Rashi to Exodus 17:6 notes how the possuk says that Hashem told Moshe to use his staff to hit “in
the rock”, as opposed to “on the rock.” Rashi explains that this is because Moshe’s staff was made of sapphire, and
it would therefore cause a crack “in” the stone when hitting it. As you can see, the applications of a material’s
hardness are far-reaching.
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Density Lab
The density of water is one gram per cubic centimeter. This means
that anything with a density that is greater than one will sink, and
anything with a density of less than one will float.

Experiment
Item

Mass

Volume Density Predict: Was your
Will it
hypothesis
float or correct?
Sink?

What
materials
are like
this one?

Remember: Volume of a cube = length x width x height
Do your calculations below.

Torah Roots:
How did R’ Akiva save himself after the ship he was riding on crashed? He grabbed onto a board
of the ship and floated on it until he reached shore! (Yevamos 121a) Now, can you figure out:
Was that board more or less dense than water?
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Properties of Materials
The properties of a material are determined by its internal structure.
Knowledge of internal structure allows you to understand and use materials
appropriately.

Torah Roots
Which material would you suggest placing under a chulent pot that will be on for
a three-day Yom-Tov?
Record:
Fill in the chart with a number from 0-10. 0 means that property does not apply to it at all, 10
meaning that property describes it perfectly.
Material

Ductile

Hard

Metal
Ceramic
Plastic
Organic

Compile:
Write all the properties you can about this material
Metals
Ceramics
Plastics
Organics

Electrical/Thermal
Conductor

Melting Point

Building Blocks of Engineering
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What is a Newton Lab
Sir Isaac Newton was a mathematician and physicist who lived in the
18th century.

Experiment:
Fill out the chart below with your measurements. Make sure to include the units!
Weight

Newtons
Required to lift it
TRIAL 1

Newtons
Required to lift it
TRIAL 2

Newtons
Required to lift it
TRIAL3

Newtons
Required to lift it
AVERAGE

500 g
450 g
400 g
350 g
300 g
250 g
200 g
150 g
50 g

Extension:
Create a graph correlating to the information you gathered

Conclude:
How many grams can be lifted with a force of 1 N?
How many Newtons were required for 8 of the Mergalim to lift a grape cluster that displaced 960 se’ah (432
eggs)? Hint: the average egg weighs about 57 grams.
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Build Your Own Spring Scale Design and Discovery Lab
Design opportunity – When Shlomo HaMelech built the Beis HaMikdash he had thousands of
workers (Melachim I 5:29). Wouldn’t it be nice to know how much force was needed to lift
each object so that each of the workers could be assigned an appropriate job? Build a device
that can measure the force required to lift an object.

Research- study different devices meant to hold things together, paper clips, hair clips, etc.…

Brainstorm- write all your ideas below

Sketch out your best idea below

Materials- list your materials below, and plan a procedure

Build it

Evaluate your design and how well it fulfilled the design opportunity
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Force Distribution Lab
The triangle is a very structurally sound shape, as any force placed on
a point is immediately distributed down the sides, which have a
much larger area. The Gemara (Sanhedrin 7b) says that one Dayan
did not want to receive the entire punishment from Hashem in case
he erred in judgement. He therefore invited other Rabbis to judge
along with him “so that only a splint from the beam would reach
him,” meaning, he would only receive a fraction of the punishment,
as it would be distributed over all of the judges.

Define:
1. Structure ________________________________
2. Load ____________________________________
3. Force Distribution ____________________________

Sketch:
1. Draw a triangle and show how a compression force is distributed.
2. Draw a square and show how a compression force is distributed.

Compare:
Compare and contrast the relative stability of a square and a triangle. Which is a more stable
structure? Why?

Summarize:
How can you make a square more stable?
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Suspension and Truss Bridges
A covered bridge made out of wood can last over 200 years! Olei Regel
would go to Yerushalayim 3 times a year during the over four hundred
years that the Beis HaMikdash stood!!! Wouldn’t a long-lasting bridge
be a very useful innovation for any areas along the way that were
blocked
by rivers?
Compare and
Contrast:

Suspension Bridge

Truss Bridge

High or Low in
Compression
High or Low in Tension
Triangular Shape
Uses Rope
Used for massive loads
Exists Nowadays
Able to be built by hand

Refute:
Yehoshua thinks that it is always preferable to build a suspension bridge to a truss bridge. Can
you refute his claim?
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Spaghetti Tensile Test
Tension is the pulling or stretching force. When measuring the 2000cubit square perimeter of a city for the purposes of Techum, the
Gemara (Eiruvin 58a) tells us that the measurers would not use a
metal chain which has no give, but rather a rope made of flax, which
does have give.

Experiment:
Strands of spaghetti

How many Newtons
until deformation

How many Newtons
until fracture

One
Two
Three

Record:
Write down the procedure you used to measure the tensile strength of a piece of spaghetti.

Improve:
What can you do to increase the tensile strength of the spaghetti?
What can you do to ensure more accuracy and precision in this experiment?
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Build a Popsicle Stick Bridge Design and Discovery Lab
Design opportunity – build a bridge of any design using only 20 popsicle sticks and glue. The
bridge must span 14 inches and will be tested to see which can bear the most weight.

Research- study different devices meant to hold things together, paper clips, hair clips, etc.…

Brainstorm- write all your ideas below

Sketch out your best idea below

Materials- list your materials below, and plan a procedure

Build it

Evaluate your design and how well it fulfilled the design opportunity
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Conductors and Insulators
A test circuit is an open circuit with an indicator built into it. An
insulator will not allow charge to flow through it, and a conductor
will allow charge to flow through it.

Experiment
Build a test circuit and try to complete it with each object in the bag that your teacher provides.
Record whether the objects are conductors or insulators on the chart below.

Conductors

Insulators

Infer:
What do you think a WIRE is made of?
Torah Roots:
Insulators are referred to in the Gemara (Tosfos to Yoma 44b s.v. “Bechol,” explaining Yerushalmi):
The burning pans held by the Kohen Gadol had a leather case around it so that the Kohen’s hand
would not get burnt! Conductors, too, are referenced in the Gemara (Pesachim 74a): The Korban
Pesach is only allowed to be roasted by the heat of a fire, and metal spits were specifically not used
so that the heat of the metal rod (a conductor!) would not contribute to cooking the Korban.
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Optical Properties
Light is a kind of energy called electromagnetic radiation. Light is
both a wave and a particle.

Experiment:
What happens to the beam of light when you shine it through the following objects?
Object

What happens to the beam of light?

Clear plastic divider
Colored plastic
divider
Hard notebook
Mirror or silver foil
Cup of water
Torah Roots
R’ Yonoson Eibeshitz (Tiferes Yonoson to Berishis 1:14-15) says that the verse speaking of the sun
and moon in the sky implies that there is only one luminary (by leaving out the plural vav), because in
truth ,the moon only reflects the sun’s light, and the sun is therefore the only one of them that is a
true luminary in the sky.

